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15.1
Introduction

Microfluidic systems (microreactors) provide great benefits, such as precise fluid-
manipulation [1] and high controllability of rapid and difficult to control chemical
reactions (see Part 2, Bulk and Fine Chemistry). Advantages of microreaction
technology have been utilized in polymer chemistry; notable examples include the
synthesis of fine solid polymericmaterials [2, 3] and excellent control of exceptionally
reactive polymerization through mainly radical and cationic polymerization reac-
tions (see Chapters 13–15). Other polymerizations using microreaction technology
are still in their infancy, which include step polymerization, that is, polycondensation
and polyaddition and other non-radical polymerizations.
Step polymerization is generally achieved by a condensation (or addition) reaction

between twodistinct homobifunctionalmonomers orby self-polycondensation (or self-
polyaddition) of a heterobifunctionalmonomer. Popular and classical examples, which
are mainly synthesized using a batchwise system, include polyesters, polycarbonates,
polyamides and polysiloxanes for polycondensation and polyureas and polyurethanes
for polyaddition [4]. These are industrially important polymers used as solid materials
in variousfields. In addition, thepolymerizationmechanismsare effective inproviding
structural variation to the main chain of the polymer [5]. In particular, biopolymers
which aremainlyproduced throughcondensationofbiomolecules suchasamino acids
and saccharides are extremely attractive in biotechnological fields, attributable to
variations of biopolymer structures that strongly affect the physicochemical and
biological functions [6]. However, control of polymer structural properties such as
thedegreeofpolymerization and the shapeof solidpolymericmaterial is oftendifficult.
Microprocess engineering is considered tobe a strongpotential technology for offering
solutions to such problems. Recently, several studies in step polymerization using
microreactors have shown the efficient production of fine microscale solid materials
and high controllability of polymerization reactions. In this chapter, we introduce step
polymerizations and other non-radical polymerizations in microfluidic systems.
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15.2
Synthesis of Fine Solid Material in a Microreactor

Polymerization reactions are often utilized for the production of microscale solid
materials such as particles/beads, disks, rods, capsules, fibers, membranes and
monoliths for various purposes. In the field of microreactions, preparation of a solid
polymeric material was the first reported step polymerization using microfluidic
system [7]. In the past few years, the microfluidic system has provided various
interesting solid materials through manipulation of microfluids [3]. There are many
reports on radical polymerization and among the examples are styrene and acrylate
polymerization. In this chapter, we introduce several techniques for the production of
microstructures using polycondensation.

15.2.1
Synthesis of Polymer Membranes

Many researchers have studied the interfacial science and technology of laminar
flow in microfluidics [8]. Interfacial polymerization and the subsequent formation
of solid microstructures, such as membranes and fibers in a laminar flow system,
are very interesting techniques because the bottom-up method through polymeri-
zation is suitable for the formation of miniature structures in a microspace [3]. The
development of such microstructure systems plays an important role for the
integration of various microfluidic operations and microchemical processing [9].
For instance,membrane formation in amicrochannel and furthermodification has
a strong potential for useful functions such as microseparation, microreaction and
biochemical analysis [8–10]. Here, we will introduce several reports on polyamide
and protein membrane formation through interfacial polycondensation in a
microflow.
Beebe�s group succeeded in stably forming a laminar flow interface of immisci-

ble liquids in a microchannel using partial chemical modification of the channel
surface (Figure 15.1a) [7]. By including 1,6-diaminohexane in the aqueous phase
and adipoyl chloride in the organic phase, they were able to form a polyamide
membrane (nylon membrane) at the cross-junction of the microchannel through
interfacial polycondensation as shown in Figure 15.1b. The pore size of the
resulting membrane was less than 200 nm. Kitamori and coworkers reported
preparation of a chemically modified nylon membrane using similar interfacial
polycondensation inside a microchannel [9]. Microfluidic manipulation for two- or
multilayered laminar flow (organic–aqueous–organic three-layer flow) also allowed
the formation of parallel dual-membrane structures in a channel (Figure 15.1c and
d). Furthermore, they provided enzymatic catalysis function on the inner mem-
brane surface by immobilizing peroxidase. Substrate permeation and subsequent
enzymatic reaction were performed through the integrated membrane in the
microchannel. They expect potential application of parallel dual membranes for
multiple-analyte determinations based on different enzyme immobilization on
eachmembrane, or for efficient multiple chemical syntheses. Subsequently, in this
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membrane preparation method, Vadgama�s group analyzed the influence of
microfluidic device geometry and carrier-liquid flow rates in detail and mentioned
the possibility of utilizing the inner-channel membrane in various applications
such as sample separation,mass transport control, enzyme immobilization and cell
immobilization [10].
Recently, our group developed a preparation method for a protein polymeric

membrane in a microchannel using laminar flow, leading to the development of an
enzyme-immobilized microreactor. Immobilization of enzymes can be achieved by
the formation of an enzyme polymeric membrane on the inner wall of the micro-
channel [11]. Polymerization is based on enzyme–enzyme crosslinking through a
condensation reaction between the enzyme amino group and the crosslinker alde-
hyde group. The axial dual microtube system shown in Figure 15.2 realizes the
formation of concentric laminar flow in the PTFE tube. By using an enzyme solution
for the outer stream and a crosslinker such as glutaraldehyde for the central stream,
crosslinking polymerization rapidly progresses at the interface of the concentric
laminar flow. Consequently, a cylindrical membrane is formed on the inner wall of
the microtube (Figure 15.2). It is expected that the use of this technology for
membrane formation in a microchannel can be extended to a broad range of
functional proteins. Such broad applicability may lead to the construction of a
flexible technology platform for screening and designing a potential protein-
immobilized microreactor.

Figure 15.1 The left part shows the fabrication of
a semipermeable polyamide membrane.
(a) Schematic illustration of a surface-patterned
channel. (b) Schematic illustration of a polymer
membrane fabricated inside the channel by
interfacial polymerization. The right part shows
channel patterns and top and cross-sectional
viewsof the nylonmembraneprepared inside the
microchannel. (c) Single membrane formed

under organic–aqueous two-layer flow;
(d) parallel dual membranes formed under
organic–aqueous–organic three-layer flow.
Reprinted in part with permission from (a, b) B.
Zhao et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2002, 124,
5284–5285, Copyright 2002 American Chemical
Society, and from (c, d) H. Hisamoto et al., Anal.
Chem. 2003, 75, 350–354, Copyright 2003
American Chemical Society.
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15.2.2
Syntheses of Various Solid Materials by Polycondensation

Microcapsule syntheses have been cited in several reports on various solid materials
using non-radical polymerization in a microfluidic system. Microencapsulation
technology has many industrial applications, particularly in the biomedical engi-
neering field [12]. Here, we briefly introduce microcapsule preparations in micro-
fluidic systems through polymerization other than radical polymerization (for more
details on microcapsule preparation in microfluidic system, see Part 4, Functional
Materials).
Park�s group performed addition reaction and subsequent polycondensation in

laminar flow using a microcapillary system and produced melamine resin micro-
capsules with a narrow particle size distribution [13]. Whitesides and coworkers
reported on the preparation of nylon microcapsules by precise manipulation of
microfluids using a three-dimensional axisymmetric flow-focusing device [14]. On
the other hand, McQuade�s group developed a very simple microfluidic system that
consisted of plastic microtubing and small-gauge needle forming T-junctions in the

Figure 15.2 Schematic illustration of the
procedure for preparation of an enzyme
membrane in a microtube (top). Crosslinking
polymerization was performed in a concentric
laminar flow. The crosslinker solution was
supplied to the substrate polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE) tube through the silica capillary,
corresponding to a central stream in the
concentric laminar flow. A solution of enzyme
was poured from the other inlet of the T-shaped

connector and formed an outer stream of the
laminar flow. Charge-coupled device (CCD)
camera images (bottom) of cylindrical enzyme
membrane (dry state) exposed from the PTFE
tube, which forms on the inner wall of the tube
(left), and sectional view of the tube obtained
with enzyme membrane (right). From T. Honda
et al., Adv. Synth. Catal. 2006, 348, 2163–2171;
Copyright 2006 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH,
Weinheim, reproduced by permission.
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middle of the tube channel [15]. Using this device, they created polyamide-coated
microcapsules through rapid interfacial crosslinking polymerization based on
condensation. Furthermore, they created hierarchical capsules composed of oligo-
meric and crystalline diphenylsilanediol through siloxane condensation using the
samemicrofluidic system [16]. All the studies described above showed the advantages
of a microfluidic system in controlling interfacial polymerization, microcapsule size
and size distribution.

15.3
Solution-phase Polymerization Controlled in a Microreactor

Currently, there are few applications of step and non-radical polymerization (except
for cationic polymerization by Yoshida�s group (see Chapter 14) in the solution phase
to microreactor systems. In this section, we focus on controllable amino acid
polymerization using a microreactor.

15.3.1
Amino Acid Polymer Synthesis

Amino acid-based polymers [17] have been widely recognized as functional biopo-
lymers for cell adhesion, gene/drug delivery, morphological control of inorganic
materials and as liquid crystalmaterials [18–21].However, it is usually effort and time
consuming to synthesize and screen useful polymers because of the difficulty in
controlling polymer properties such as average molecular weight and molecular
weight distribution. Therefore, there have been strong demands for high-throughput
and combinatorial synthesis systems that could permit high polymerization reaction
control. Taking into account the properties of microfluidic systems, microreaction
technology was applied to biopolymer synthesis using an amino acid N-carboxyan-
hydride (NCA) [22].
As shown in Scheme 15.1, when using a tertiary amine as an initiator, the reaction

is initiated by deprotonation of NCA. The resulting NCA anion rapidly attacks
another NCAmolecule, forming a dimer with a nucleophilic carbamate group in the
same way as step polymerization. N-Carbamic acid is detached as carbon dioxide
during the propagation reaction.
It is assumed that initiation steps are important in controlling the polymerization

of NCA because deprotonation of NCA and NCA anion attack are known to be
relatively fast reactions. One of the key factors for controllable polymerization is
sufficiently-rapid and homogeneousmixing for initiation reaction [23]. Conventional
batchwise systems tend to generate locally concentration gradients of the reagents as
compared with a microscale reactor. When the reaction is more rapid than mixing,
heterogeneous mixing causes uneven reaction. Rapid and efficient mixing by a
micromixer offers a solution to such a problem. Inmicrofluidic chemical reactions, a
micromixer is often employed for effective mixing [24]. A microreactor system
containing amicromixer as shown in Figure 15.3was used for NCApolymerizations.
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The amino acid-NCA used was Ne-Benzyloxycarbonyllysine-NCA [Lys-(Z)-NCA] as
monomer of the lysine-polymer (poly-Lys).
Mixing of NCA and TEA basically depends on diffusion through the interface of

the two solutions. The micromixer creates a multilayered laminar flow. This system
increases the interfacial area of the two fluids (NCA and TEA) and shortens the
diffusion length, resulting in increasedmixing efficiency of the reactants. Figure 15.4

Scheme 15.1 Mechanism of NCA polymerization initiated by a
base such as a tertiary amine. The base here is triethylamine
(TEA). From T. Honda et al., Lab on a Chip 2005, 5, 812–818.
Reproduced by permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.

Figure 15.3 Microreaction system used in NCA polymerization
reaction. The system consists of a polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) micromixer and PTFE microtubes. From T. Honda et al.,
Lab on a Chip 2005, 5, 812–818. Reproduced by permission
from the Royal Society of Chemistry.
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shows a preliminary experiment on efficient mixing of fluorescein using a micro-
mixer [25]. The resulting large specific interfacial area provides rapid and efficient
mixing. In addition, stable formation of laminarflow in amicrochannel is considered
to lead to amore controllablemixing as compared with the turbulent flowmixing in a
batchwise system.
By using a syringe pump, accurate manipulation of residence time is easy with

pumping control. This system allows simple and reproducible control of the polymer-
ization time, which is estimated based on residence time in the microreactor.
Figure 15.5 showsgelfiltration chromatography (GFC) spectra for poly-Lys synthesized
in a microreactor system at different flow rates. A decrease in flow rate caused an
increase in the molecular weight of sample as a result of the increase in the time
required for polymerization to occur. This result reveals that the polymer size is simply
governedby theflow (pumping) rate in themicroreactor system. The control of average
molecular weight is important in polymer production because polymer size often
affects the physicochemical and biological functions of the polymers, particularly the
biopolymers. For instance, poly-Lys functions are recognized in drug (and gene)
delivery, cell adhesion and cytotoxicity depending onpolymer size [26, 27]. Therefore, a
simple size-control system via continuous flow control has high potential application
for rapid synthesis of polymer libraries with desired polymer size [24, 28].
The microfluidic system also seems to provide polydispersity control. In polymer-

ization using NCA solution of various concentrations, the polydispersity index (PDI)
increased linearly with increasing NCA concentration in a batchwise system
(Figure 15.6). The PDI is a measure of molecular weight distribution expressed as
the weight-average molecular weight (Mw) divided by the number-average molecular
weight (Mn). This increase inmolecular weight distributions can be due to increased
unevenmixing such as local generation of a concentration gradient of the reagents. In
contrast, there was only a very slight increase in the PDI of polymers in the
microfluidic reaction. In a situation wherein control of polymerization is difficult,

Figure 15.4 The confocal images show the sequential formation
of multilayered laminar flow in the micromixer. Bright layers
(streams) are fluorescein solution.
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the microreactor system can take a significant role in controlling polydispersity.
Control of polydispersity was thought to be attributable to micromixing in the
microreactor. Because in the microreactor the multi-laminar flow micromixer was
replaced by a simple T-shaped connector as shown in Figure 15.6, a broad molecular
weight distribution of the polymerwas obtained. The difference in interfacial areas of
the resulting laminar flow is directly related to the efficiency of mixing based on
diffusion of the reactants. In the T-shaped connector system, poorer mixing due to
reduction of interfacial area is considered to cause an increase in polydispersity.
The benefit ofmicrofluidic reaction for NCApolymerization is not just confined to

Lys-NCA. For example, in glutamate-based NCA, a similar result was obtained, that
is, lower PDI of polyglutamate synthesized by the microreactor compared with
batchwise reaction. Furthermore, the similar polydispersity control of NCA copoly-
merizations, which is known to be more uncontrollable due to the difference in the
reactivities of individual NCAs [29], was achieved successfully [22].
Whenusingabiopolymerwith lesswellknownfunctions, thepolymersizeshouldbe

carefully selected andpolydispersity shouldbe controlled asnarrowaspossible because

Figure 15.5 GFC analysis of poly-Lys produced by the
microreactor. The number-average molecular weights (Mn) of
THE respective samples increased with decrease in flow rate.
From T. Honda et al., Lab on a Chip 2005, 5, 812–818. Reproduced
by permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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the molecular weight of the polymer often affects polymer function. It is expected that
such requirements can be satisfied by utilizing microfluidic reactions capable of high
controllability of polydispersity and simple molecular weight control of biopolymers.

15.3.2
Combinatorial and High-throughput Technologies in Microfluidic Polymerization

Present-day investigations on the discovery of drugs and functional materials are
directed towards the development of the rapid creation of chemical libraries by using
high-throughput and combinatorial synthesis methods. Applications of such
combinatorial and high-throughput technology in polymerization are shown in
polymerization kinetic research, elucidation of reaction mechanisms, discovery of
polymerization catalysts, preparation of polymer libraries andoptimization of reaction
parameters [30, 31]. These technologies have been widely developed. Examples in
particular are automated (robotic) batchwise reaction system such as multi-well

Figure 15.6 Comparisons of polymer properties in batchwise
(circles) and microfluidic (triangles) systems at various Lys-(Z)-
NCA concentrations. The square indicates polydispersity of
polymer prepared using a microreactor without the micromixer.
From T. Honda et al., Lab on a Chip 2005, 5, 812–818. Reproduced
by permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.
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microtiter plate system, in various polymerization applications including polycon-
densation, free andcontrolled radical, ring-opening, coordination and supermolecular
polymerizations [31]. On the other hand, the development of flow-through processes
as a high-throughput and combinatorial system for polymerization has been rather
slow. However, continuous microflow technology provides facile automation, repro-
ducibility, safety, process reliability and rapid and highly controlled production of
compounds withminimumworkup [32], and thusmay become important in the near
future [24]. In non-radical (and non-cationic) polymerization,microreaction studies of
high potential for such system architecture include controllable NCApolymerization
described in the above section and rapid monitoring polyethylene synthesis through
anionic coordination polymerization proposed by Miller�s group [33]. Continuous
microfluidic systems, providing high controllability for polymerization reactions and
facile on-line production and monitoring systems, are considered to lead to the
construction of a flexible technology platform for screening and designing potential
polymer materials.

15.4
Conclusion

For the production of general-purpose polymers entailing annual production of
several tens of thousands of tons, the microreactor system needs numbering-up
because the reaction scale of a microreactor is extremely small compared with the
conventional batch reactor. Polymer production using a microreactor system is
considered to be more suitable for custom-made and/or on-demand production
systems with a large number of small-scale parallel operations in highly controlled
conditions. This strategy may find application in answering specific needs of
customers with flexibility and may offer advantages from the economic and envi-
ronmental points of view. At present, microreaction studies, in particular radical and
cationic polymerizations, appear to have strong potential for such system architec-
ture, in which the development of highly controlled reaction systems and efficient
production of fine solid materials using accurate microfluidic manipulation have
been progressing. Other polymerizations in microfluidic reactions will also be a
growing field. Putting together combinatorial/high-throughput technology and good
control of polymerization reactions, various useful polymers (and polymeric archi-
tectures) and useful reagents such as catalysts can be progressively discovered and
created. In addition, further investigations of structure–property relationships and
polymerization mechanisms are expected to be fruitful.
Reactions occurring in microfluidic systems have characteristic benefits for

polymerization reactions. First, microreactors provide accurate control of the reac-
tion conditions such as temperature, reaction (residence) time and mixing. Second,
microfluids based on laminar flow provide precise manipulation. This technology
only allows the production of various solid polymericmaterialswhich are synthesized
undermicrofluidic control conditions. Third is ease in parallel operation and on-line
processing. This advantage imparts upon the microreactor great potential as a
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high-throughput and combinatorial system. In addition, we have considered shear-
ing force, a hydrodynamic property generated characteristically in microfluids and a
microreactor-specific property for polymerization reactions. Previously, we have
shown that the polymer chain can expand and orient by shearing force in a
microfluidic system using DNA as a model [34]. Such behavior of polymers
demonstrates the utility of microreactors as a novel reaction apparatus for polymers.
Microfluidic technology which manipulates and controls the conformation and
orientation of polymer molecules may be extended to new polymerization reactions
such as graft polymerization and polymer modification.
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